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**Look Into My Eyes Ruby**
Ruby Redfort: Look into my Eyes is one of those books. One of my students chose this book as part of a school project. I'd never heard of it, so I took the opportunity to check it out. Ruby is a spunky kid with an independent mind whose powers of observation rival Holmes himself.

**Look Into My Eyes (Ruby Redfort, #1) by Lauren Child**
Ruby Redfort: Look into my Eyes is the first book in a popular ‘tween series. Funnily enough, this made me NOT want to read it. I have been hearing about it for soooo long. If you follow my blog you will know that apart from Harry Potter I am fond of off-beat books. But it was time to find out what the fuss has all been about...

**Jazzy Reviews: Ruby Redfort: Look into my Eyes by Ruby ...**
RUBY REDFORT LOOK INTO MY EYES is a fast-paced adventure, and budding codebreakers can try cracking the ciphers alongside Ruby. Highly recommended for kids who like mysteries and adventures. -Baltimore's Child Ruby's debut is the ideal spytastic summer escapade.

**Ruby Redfort Look Into My Eyes Paperback - amazon.com**
Ruby Redfort: Look Into My Eyes What You Need to Know: ... • Ruby Redfort, was first introduced to readers as a fictional heroine in Lauren Child's Clarice Bean novels. • Ruby shares the many rules she lives by, like number 18, "People often miss the downright obvious".

**Ruby Redfort: Look Into My Eyes - Sweet on Books**
Though Ruby Redfort Look Into My Eyes will appeal to all ages, middle-grade girls will especially identify with Ruby’s disconnect from her parents, her efforts to be independent and her struggle to be heard by the adults in her life. This lighthearted caper also carries a valuable lesson as Ruby learns that trusting her instincts can help her ...

**Ruby Redfort Look Into My Eyes by Lauren Child - Review ...**
Author Lauren Child introduces Ruby Redfort, a young code-cracking genius who gets caught up in a great mystery. -BookPage Sarcastic and smart, Ruby makes a compelling heroine. RUBY REDFORT LOOK INTO MY EYES is a fast-paced adventure, and budding codebreakers can try cracking the ciphers alongside Ruby.

**Ruby Redfort Look Into My Eyes by Lauren Child ...**
This is a book trailer I created for : Ruby Redfort: Look Into My
Eyes. This is the first book in the Ruby Redfort series. The series is written by Lauren Child. All music/images that are used in ...

Ruby Redfort: Look Into My Eyes (Book Trailer)
LOOK INTO MY EYES: An anonymous caller lures Ruby into the HQ of the most secret of secret agencies - SPECTRUM. They need her help to crack a code but her desk job soon spirals into an all-out action-adventure, as Ruby uncovers the dastardly plans of the formidable Fool’s Gold Gang... TAKE YOUR LAST BREATH